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' Her book is section of her mission to 'celebrate our differences, and to treat one another with
kindness and dignity'.s soul and their truest personal. Woods' reserve demonstrates wisdom,
compassion, and insight in to the human condition that is far beyond her eighteen years. I have
a unique set of eyeglasses that I put on that gives me the energy to find everybody’ She accepts
the life granted her with grace and also gratitude: 'HERE IS THE GREAT Component: I am glad I
have this disease, mainly because I have come to understand and also have discovered the
indicating in my life. It is to help others. She praises her mother to be her hero, her stepfather to
be her rock, and her brothers to be her soul mates. Ms.PEACH - written in lyrical, soulful prose
and poetry by Jenevieve 'Peach' Woods - is usually a heartfelt accounts of her life as the invisible
young lady, shunned because she is afflicted with a life-altering disease.
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Peach- Really a fantastic Story! Five Stars Each and every time I read this I am amazed at how
Brave Jenevieve is . That is a great motivational book for just about any among us to observe
around that how blessed most of us are. It's been an extremely positive go through and I
recommend it. Without knowing somebody we make assumptions about them and put them in
the bad bucket list. She is selfless and exerts to bring happiness in to the lives of other people.
Something as seemingly small as a smile can make a big difference. I believe Peach inherits her
loving nature from such an excellent nature. Her example teaches us to be more patient with our
children and to love them in totality and not simply for their good characteristics.Peach is an
excellent family reserve which would help every family to enhance their romantic relationship
among themselves also to develop empathy and understanding for others. Peach life is an ideal
example for us to discover that this life is as well short. The poetic flowing vocabulary and
descriptions tugs at your center and moves your emotions.It tells the tale of Peach's life simply
because a nobody; She really wants to utilize this as a bridge to provide people together
regardless of their differences. Today she says, “I have a unique group of eyeglasses that I wear
that gives me the power to observe everybody’s soul and their truest personal. Amazing story
and motivation A Friend of mine recommended me personally this book and We am extremely
thankful for this. Peach suffers from a rare disease that makes everyday activity difficult. She
must struggle with this throughout her existence. Although she faces many struggles, she
refuses to be defeated. Inspiring young women Love the book, gorgeous, sensible and
courageous young ladies.. All too often we are so caught up with what we want for our potential
that people do not enjoy as well as appreciate what we have right now. Thru this reserve though,
we have been reminded to always remember to provide thanks for what we've. Accept what we
cant switch and transformation what we can; I recommend this book to all Peach is an
inspiration in this publication &It contains a very good message for parents aswell who tend to
look for perfection in children. A very positive, inspirational book general. Peach - "Nobody
retains you hostage but yourself! From young readers who are simply starting to make their way
in this world to adults, retirees, and everyone in between, this book can make you are feeling so
much. It is heartbreaking to read the shame she faced due to her disability, and the acceptance
she craved from her peers. Spend it in spreading like, peace and harmony instead of hatred and
fear.Jenna gives credit to her mother as her power and inspiration.! While scanning this
publication I noticed the good attitude that Jenna displays she mimicked from her mom. This
story also resembles to our current issues.I really like that Jenna doesn’t sugar coat her
disability, nor does she hide behind her weaknesses. shunned even. Peach see life as half-full,
she does not lament her condition and proceed through lifestyle crying woe me as so many of
us do if we don't get each and every little thing we want right when we want to buy. It will touch
your heart and your mind like few books you possess ever go through, - or will read..Thru her
experiences and her words she reminds us to focus on the moments we have here and now.
Peach, is actually an inspirational person. She is suffering from a life altering disease, one which
is not easily treated and will be with her through the entire course of her lifestyle. This book is
one particular that is worthy of picking up and then moving around to all your friends and family.
This book is an accounting of such a person. Though sometimes we are scared of our
“handicaps”, Jenna’s life illustrates that nobody keeps you hostage but yourself!Written
beautifully and within an engaging design, this tale is a coming old tale with techniques. We
follow along as Peach grows from becoming the “invisible girl” on the side lines to a young adult
who's using her condition to instruct us all about the meaning of our lives. So when individual
beings go, we have been not the greatest overall, but once in a while you stumble across

someone who will stay in your thoughts long once they are no more there in your existence.
Experience anger and embarrassment at the ugly aspect of humanity. The prologue of this story
not only tells you who Peach is, but it also tells you what she’s against. It appears like she is
someone that is suffering daily, but cares little about this, since she’s considering others. This
becomes a lot more obvious as you read through the reserve. She describes what her lifestyle is
like as soon as she wakes up and even takes you through a few of the normal teenager stuff
that you would expect. Then you find out about her birth, her diagnosis, and everything else that
really breaks your center and enables you to feel thankful to become alive simultaneously.
There is so much information regarding the condition she suffers from and how you can help. in
true to life! This is a biography with a purpose, and is not full of boring details and one-sided
text. Very inspiring read! Great book. Adored reading about the beautiful journey of this special
teen. This book is a apparent reminder that beautiful items happen whenever we are grateful for
what we curently have. In such circumstances we find Peach (who is suffering from a rare
disease which makes her everyday working problematic and embarrassing) a rare exception. I
have recommended it to all or any of my friends Peach is an exceptional reserve by an
exceptional woman. I've recommended it to most of my friends. one that isn't easily treated and
will be with her throughout the course . Tom Schoonmaker, Philadelphia , PA. our attitude and
the rest will sort itself out. The very best part is that there are poems through the entire whole
reserve by the writer, which are inspiring. And through her the name Peach came about as her
nickname for the adorable peach cheeked baby she initial held. It’s eye-opening to see
existence from her perspective. I recommend this book to all! I may’t say enough good stuff
concerning this book!!!" Jenevieve, known as Jenna to family and friends, we can view the life
span she lived during the majority of her school years. Feel Peach’s pain. Inspirational and
uplifting! Feel complete heartbreak her mother. Feel Peach’s strength and dedication despite her
disease. Feel hope for comfort and ease and help for Peach and eventually a cure. As well as
perhaps one of the biggest is the like you will feel between a mother and her child. You will likely
learn a lot if you’re like me. I had hardly ever even heard about this disease until I found out
about Peach’s story. Hopefully, this publication will inspire you to be always a kinder person.In
every these things I also greatly appreciate Peach's mom Antoinette Woods who so lovingly and
selflessly looks after Jenevieve Woods and actually, cherishes her disabled girl. Peach will
highlight steps to make it a better world!! Essential read!! Peach is really an exceptional story
which every mother or father must pass on to their children. She targets the positive persons in
her life and seeks to bring joy to the lives of others.!” It is truly a fantastic story. This is a great
publication about the life span of Peach, who has a disease which she doesn't have any control.
Despite her issues she kept determined, strong and positive. In the current monetary world
children are growing cash minded and fixed on getting maximum enjoyment in life. All the
things that we take for granted such as walking, eating, drinking and seeing are worth
appreciating, and we have to be thankful for every small thing we have in our lifestyle. When
Jenna photos herself she sees a butterfly, but her mother may be the protective lioness that
could do anything to protect her children. We all have the fear of unfamiliar. Although her
lifestyle is one continues route of struggles, yet, rather than sense lonely or defeated (because
of the behavior of her peer and other people), she looks at the strengths of her close types and
appreciates them. One cannot help but end up being moved by this read One cannot help but be
moved by this read. Through all of this Jenna opens her heart to reveal the butterfly that was still
wet and fragile, but using these trials to strengthen her wings and planning her to soar.
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